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1. Introduction and Summary

Let G be a finite group, D(G) the set of degrees of the irreducible complex non-

principal characters of G. We introduce an ordering in D(G) as follows: let a and b be

two elements of D(G). Then a>b if and only if a divides b. Let h be the number of

maximal elements in D{G). Then Gis ^-headed. We form a graph D(G) ofG as follows:

the points of D(G) are the elements of D(G). The (oriented) edge ab of D(G) exists,

where a and 6 are points of D(G), if and only if a>b. Now we shall have the follow-
●                     ●

mg conJeCture.

Conjecture. If D(G) is a 2-headed graph then G is non-simple.

In special cases the above problem and the related problems were solved by I.M.

Isaacs and D.S. Passman in [2], [3], [4] and [5]. In this note we shall prove the

following theorem.
●

Theorem. Let G be aメnite group with the following properties, the set of degrees of

the irreducible complex characters ofG is {1,m,n,kvJc2, - -　�",h{] and mn¥hi for a^ %-

Then G is not a simple group.
●

2. Proof of the theorem

Suppose the statement is false and let G be a counter example to the theorem.

can assume that m<n and by a result of Thompson [6] (m, n)-l. Let x be an n-

reducible non-linear character of G with x(l)-m. Since G has the irreducible characters

of degree n it follows from a theorem of Burnside and Brauer (see Satz 10.8 on p. 519

of [1] ) that some power xr has an irreducible constituent of degree n. Choose r minimal

with this property. Similarly XSJ has an irreducible constituent of degree k; and s#-

is minimal with this property.

Let J>i∈ Irr(G),右(l)-h with右a constituent of % *.

If there exists i∈Z such that s#-<r, then let the minimal number of {s#-|sf-<r} be

si. For some irreducible constituentやOf XSJ-1 we must have
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0≠ blrX, if]

and by the minimality of sf- we haveす(l)-m orゅ(1)-1.

Thenや(i)x(i)≦nb2<<f>Al)-ki.　This is a contradiction.

Sofromnow onweassume that for all i s,-≧r. As above let <l>e Irr (G), ¢(l)-w

with ≠ a constitutent of xr.

For some irreducible contitnent少of xr-1 we must have

o-刷-忘∑ 4r(x)x(xWx) - [摘]∬∈G

and by the minimality of r we have ^(l)-m. (The case thatや-1 is impossible since

then x is irreducible of degree m.)

Thus %<f> has an irreducible constituent of degree m and lias no linear constituent

(in this case this is 1) since otherwise

O≠[略1]-[あk],

contradicting </)(!)-n>m,-x(l). Thus all irreducible constituents of x串have degree

m, n or jfcf- and at least one has degree m. Let a be the number ofconstituents of degree

m, b the number of those of degree n and c; the number of those of degree h^　We
∫

obtain mn-am+bn+ ∑ciki. Now n¥am and since (m, n)-l, we have n¥a. However
*-1

a>O and thus a7>n. It follows that a-n, b-0, c,-0 for all i. So every irreducible

constituent of x亭has degree m. We may write

n

x亭-∑0
1-1

where the 0;∈ Irr(6r) all have degree m and not necessarily all distinct. Suppose some

diis not %. Then we have

O-[Z,0,]-[1,克OA and克0: has not 1.

However O≠[略*d-[f絢] so絢has a constituent亭ofdegree n. Let c be the
number of the irreducible constituents of xQ{ of degree m, d the number of degree n and

ei the number of degree &,-. Then as above we have

∫

m-cm+dn+ ∑ eih.
EjE<iI

Thus m¥d and d>O so d≧m and we have m2≧dn≧mn which contradicts n>m.

It follows that each 6{ is X.

This yields

埠-nx

Since亭is faithful. x(x)-0 for x∈G, x≠1.

This yields [x,l]≠0. This is a contradiction. So we complete the proof of the
theorem.
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